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Abstract
Since the beginning of microfluidics, the ability to control motion of particles in
microchannels has always been fascinating. Microfluidic techniques such as dielectrophore-
sis, magnetophoresis rely on externally applied fields to separate particles while others like
hydrophoresis and deterministic lateral displacement depend on low Reynolds number op-
eration for particle manipulation. One of these techniques is inertial focusing of particles in
microchannels. The particles and channel interact to cause lateral migration of particles to
equilibrium positions within channel cross-section in flow regime where inertia and viscos-
ity of fluid are finite. Inertial focusing has wide range of applications in fields of chemical
synthesis, biological analysis, multiphase flows, cell biology and many more.
This thesis presents the study of inertial focusing of particles in spiral microchannels.
Particle focusing in curved channel depends on number of parameters such as channel cross-
section, curvature of channel, size and shape of particles and flow parameters like channel
Reynolds number. Effect of some of above mentioned parameters on inertial focusing of
particles have been discussed in detail in this thesis. Effect of curvature of channel on inertial
focusing in spiral channels has been studied. Microchannels with square and rectangular
cross-section are considered in this study. Study of hydrodynamic focusing of particles in
non-Newtonian fluid in curved channel is performed. The results are compared with those
obtained for inertial focusing of particles in Newtonian fluids in spiral microchannel. The
understanding of different factors influencing the particle behavior in spiral channels can be
used to develop new and improved technologies in biomedical applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
There is large variety of cells in all biological fluids. In early times, differentiation of
cells was done by shape and size. As technology advanced, new techniques have developed
for understanding these different cells and their functions. The classification of different
types of cells is utilized for detection of diseases and infection and in various medical tests.
In one of medical tests, the pathologist spins concentrated volume of fluid on glass slide and
looks for cells of interest. In another highly utilized test, measurement of ratio of different
types of blood cells within blood sample or complete blood count is performed.
Using DNA sequencing and antigen presentation measurements, it was found that
numerous cells are present in biological fluids at very small numbers. These rare cells have
been implicated in diseases like cancer and thus it is important to detect and isolate these
cells. Composition of the fluids varies a lot and is one of the most difficult factors in isolation
of cells. Blood and bone marrow have very large number of background cells and complex
properties while urine sample can be extremely dilute and almost liquid. However, these
fluids contain key information with respect to the cells they carry. Efficient and effective
analyses of these rare cells in bio-fluids will not only help in understanding of human body
but also in development of medicines and therapies. This can be very challenging as volume
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of the fluid to be processed increases as several of these cells need to be collected for further
analyses.
Table 1.1: Ratio of clinically relevant cells in blood with background nucleated cells
Cells found in blood stream Ratio to background nucleated cells
Fetal Cells 1:1250000000
Antigen Specific T Cells 1:750000000
Circulating Tumor Cells 1:350000000
Fibrocytes 1:40000000
Hematopoitic Stren Cells 1:2500000
Dendrictic Cells 1:500000
Blood contains large variety of rare cells which can be indicative of different diseases
and infections. For example, circulating tumor cells responsible for metastatic cancer are
present in ratio of 1-100 cells in milliliter of blood. Rarity of target cells as compared to
background population is challenge in isolating rare cells from blood. Some other biological
fluids that contain such information can be extremely dilute. Processing of these large fluid
samples needs to be done accurately for correct diagnosis of diseases. The multiple and
repetitive steps in process can increase errors and false positive rates of results. These large
volumes of fluids needs to be processed for detection of infections, monitoring of growth
and for checking the effectiveness of the treatment. Thus, the large volumes of fluid and
non-specific contaminating cells make isolation of rare and dilute cells from any bio-fluid
very challenging.
1.2 Microfluidics
Microfluidics is a technology that uses channels with dimension of order of hundred
micrometers to process fluid samples of volume 10−9 to 10−18 millilitres [53]. It uses small
size of particles and flow characteristics of fluid such as laminar flow in microchannels
to manipulate particle behavior. This field offers number of advantages like use of small
sample size, short time period for analysis, low cost, ability to perform separations with
high resolution and sensitivity [53]. It has applications in areas such as cell biology, chemical
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synthesis, bioanalysis, protein crystallization, manipulation of multiphase flows, separation
of biological cells.
Continuous particle manipulation and separation is important for variety of applica-
tions in field of biology, medicine and industry[49, 1]. There are different methods available
for particle manipulation. They are broadly classified as ’Active’ and ’Passive’ methods.
[40]. Passive methods rely on the flow characteristics for particle manipulation while Active
methods use externally applied forces.
Dielectrophpresis [52], magnetophoresis [38] and acoustophoresis [41] are different
active methods used. These methods are based on concept of Fluid Flow Fractiona-
tion(FFF). An externally applied field is used to separate particles flowing with relative
uniform velocities within the flow. These techniques work in batch mode rather than con-
tinuous operation mode. Also, use of active sources can put limitation on fabrication of
devices and can potentially damage biological cells.
Passive methods include hydrophoresis [8], deterministic lateral displacement (DLD)
[25] and gravitational methods [27] . These methods rely low Reynolds number behaviors
and use interaction between fluid and particle for manipulation.
Several reviews [40, 22] comparing these methods are available in literature. These
methods have proven to be useful and accurate for wide range of applications. However, low
throughput, precise handling of small sample volumes, longer analysis time for large real
world size samples are some of the challenges in these methods. The recent development in
the field of inertial microfluids has come up as a possible solution to these limitations [6].
Finite sized particles suspended in fluid migrate across streamlines to predictable positions
in inertial regime of fluid dynamics. Using the dependence on the fluid inertia, rather than
limiting its effect can be possible solution to problem of low throughput.
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1.3 Inertial Focusing in Microchannels
Microfluidics was initially associated with negligible inertia [6]. However, for flows in
confined channels, assuming Stokes flow (Re=0 or no inertia) does not give correct results.
For applications related to particle focusing and separation, regime between Stokes flow and
inviscid flow, where both inertia and viscosity of fluid are finite needs to be considered [6].
1.3.1 Origins of Inertial Focusing
The lateral migration of particles in confined flows due to inertia was first observed
by Serge and Silberberg [45] in 1961. It was found that small rigid spheres flowing through
a cylindrical pipe migrated to some equilibrium position at an annulus of 0.6 times radius
of the pipe, irrespective of position at which they entered the pipe. They termed this
phenomenon as ’tubular pinch effect’. It can be shown, from Stokes analysis for fluid flow
at zero Reynolds number or no inertia flow, that single particles cannot cross streamlines
due to symmetric nature of the flow around particles [5]. Segre and Silberberg[45] observed
that at small but finite Reynolds number, the dependence of lateral migration velocity of
particle on the axial flow velocity is non-linear. This proved that the migration of particles
was due to inertia of the fluid. Based on these observation, various attempts have been made
to explain this motion theorotically. However, these theories cannot completely explain this
behaviour of particles. [42, 17, 18, 10, 28, 44, 37, 7, 2] .
A brief summery of development of inertial particle flows is given by Matas, Morris
and Guazzelli [36]. A theoretical force which depended on the difference in fluid velocities
on either side of the particle in linear shear flow was developed by Saffman in 1965 [42].
This force is also dependent on the difference in the particle velocity and the velocity of
undisturbed flow at the same position. Even though this theory provided some justification
to experimental observations, it could not completely explain the equilibrium positions of
the particles seen by Segre and Silberberg. The shear induced lift force directed towards the
channel walls was found from analysis of Ho and Leal [31] and Vasseur and Cox [51]. This
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force was proportional to the shear gradient of fluid flow. Thus, the equilibrium position of
the particles could be accurately predicted with the wall induced lift force, shear gradient
lift force and rotation induced lift force. It was found the shear gradient lift force was the
most dominant. The wall induced lift force was a single order of magnitude smaller while
rotation induced force was three orders of magnitude smaller [23].
Most of these analyses used perturbation method [42, 17, 18, 10, 2]. Each of these
have their own restrictions depending on the solution procedure and expansion parameters
used. The limitations are on the size of the particles, Reynolds number and distance between
the wall and particle. Some of these limitations can be removed by using computational
methods such as direct numerical simulation [15]. Recently, Chun and Ladd [9] developed
a three dimensional model for explaining the migration of particles in square channel. All
these analyses have helped in interpreting the different mechanisms for motion and provided
explanation for the forces responsible for inertial migration of particles.
1.3.2 Inertial Focusing in Straight Microchannels
In 2006, Chun and Ladd et al [9] investigated the inertial migration of neutrally
buoyant particles in straight microchannel of square cross-section by numerical simulations.
They observed up to eight equilibrium positions located near corners and at the center of
edges for particles. It was also reported that particle equilibration can occur in one or two
stages depending on initial location of particle.
The first experimental results for inertial focusing in straight microchannel were
observed by Dino Di Carlo et al [12]. The channel Reynolds number is given by Rec =
UmDh/ν and particle Reynolds number is Rep = Reca
2/(Dh)
2 where a is particle diameter,
Um is maximum channel velocity, Dh is hydraulic diameter of channel and ν is the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid. Particle focusing occurs when particle Reynolds number is equal to or
greater than 1. Four equilibrium positions at the center of faces of channel and at channel
edges were observed in straight microchannels with rectangular cross-section. One of main
results of this paper was that it was first application of inertial focusing to blood cells.
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In 2009, Bhagat, Kuntaegowdanahalli and Papautsky et al [4] reported new method
for focusing of particles in straight microchannel of rectangular cross-section. Using channels
with high aspect ratio causes particles to preferentially focus along the longer channel
wall. The shear rate along narrowest dimension of the channel is higher in rectangular
microchannel.
Recently, a study on fundamentals of inertial focusing in microchannels was done
by Zhou and Papautsky et al [59]. They experimentally confirmed that inertial migration
of particles in microchannel is two-stage process and follows balance of lift forces. The
shear and wall induced lift forces due to the vorticity around particles dominates particle
migration towards channel walls in first stage while rotation induced lift force causes move-
ment of particles to center of walls in second stage. The lift coefficients were experimentally
measured for first time. It was found that the lift coefficients showed weak dependence
on the Reynolds number and strong dependence on the particle size and smaller channel
dimension [59]. These results can help in determining the equilibrium positions of particles
in microchannels of arbitary cross-sections.
From the experimental results and numerical simulations, it was found that straight
channels can be used for inertial focusing. Still these microchannels could not be used for
separation and filtration applications because of multiple equilibrium positions and weak
lateral forces for larger channel dimensions. One solution to these limitations is use of
curved microchannels.
1.3.3 Inertial Focusing in Curved Microchannels
Addition of curvature to the microchannel induces secondary flow in a finite Reynolds
number regime with inertia. This secondary flow, known as Dean flow was first found by
William Dean [11] in 1928. It is generated due to the inherent velocity difference in cross-
section of channel. The curvature of channel leads to formation of two counter-rotating
vortices at top and bottom halves of channel. The strength of the Dean flow is char-
acterized by the Dean number. It depends on channel Reynolds number(Rec), channel
6
cross-section(Dh) and curvature of channel and is given by De = Rec((Dh/2R)
0.5 where R
is radius of curvature of channel. The additional drag force generated due to Dean flow
reduces number of equilibrium positions to one or two. It also reduces the channel length
and thus power required for focusing and improves lateral motion of particles.
Figure 1.1: Secondary Dean flow in curved microchannels
Different curving geometries such as spiral, single curves, symmetric and asymmet-
ric serpentine channels have been used for generating secondary flow in microchannels [6].
In 2007, Dino Di Carlo et al [12] studied focusing of particles in symmetric and asymmetric
serpentine channels and its potential applications of cell separation. He found that symmet-
ric geometry leads to two equilibrium positions while asymmetric geometry leads to single
equilibrium position. Focusing criteria of a/Dh was first reported in this paper. Di Carlo
et al [12] found that ratio of inertial lift and Dean drag played important role in focusing
of particles. He defined dimensionless number, Rf , called inertial force ratio as ratio of
inertial lift force to Dean drag force. Particles are focused to equilibrium position when
Rf = 1 and forces balance each other. When Rf >> 1 focusing occurs only due to lift force
and particles remain unaffected by Dean drag. When Rf << 1 ,Dean drag dominates and
particles are entrained in secondary flow. Effect of relative particle density on focusing was
studied. It was also found that inter particle distance should not below certain threshold
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for focusing to occur. A phase diagram was plotted for selection of design conditions for
separation applications.
Dino Di Carlo and Gossett et al. [19] performed study of particle focusing in single-
turn devices and multiple turn devices with systematically varied geometries. Hydraulic
diameter, radius of curvature and aspect ratio were varied during experiments. They used
particles of size 2.2 µm, 4.8 µm and 9.9 µm and microchannels of height 50 µm and varying
widths. It was observed that the motion of particles along a turn is corresponding to
that of secondary Dean flow. Movement of particles in vertical plane in curved channels
was reported. It was also observed that number of equilibrium positions are reduced in
curved channel as compared to straight channel. These results confirmed hypothesis that
inertial lift and Dean force act in superposition for modifying equilibrium positions in curved
channel. It was also concluded that curved channels are better for focusing than straight
channels as they cause faster focusing to equilibrium positions over shorter distances. A
state diagram was plotted as function of channel Reynolds number Rec and inertial force
ratio Rf . Changes in focusing behavior as symmetry of channel was changed were observed.
Channel Reynolds number at which focusing started was decreased as the channel became
more asymmetric. Decreasing hydraulic diameter and increasing the radius of curvature
improved single streak focusing. This paper provided better understanding of particle flows
in curved microchannels.
Separation of 20µm and 40µm particles was done by Yoon et al.[57] using U shaped
curved channel with rectangular cross-section. Gregoratto et al.[20] and Seo et al.[35] used
spiral microchannels for separation of dilute suspensions.
In 2008, Bhagat et al. [3] introduced design of passive spiral microchannel for inertial
focusing and separation of particles. A 5 loop Archemedian spiral of 100 µm width and 50
µ height was used. A complete separation of 1.9 µm and 7.32 µm particles was reported.
1.9 µm particles are distributed in the outer half of the channel and 7.32 µm particles are
focused near inner wall. a/Dh ratio at which particles begin to focus in spiral microchannel
was investigated in this study. Results agreed with those reported earlier by Di Carlo [12]
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that a/Dh > 0.07 for particle focusing in curved channels.Experimental results show Dean
drag dominates inertial lift when a/Dh < 0.07 and thus particles move away from inner
wall of channel; when a/Dh > 0.07, particles are more influenced by inertial lift than Dean
drag and they focus near innerwall of channel. A numerical study was also performed to
understand the inertial migration and separation of particles in sprial microchannel.
Bhagat and Papautsky et al.[30] in 2009 demonstrated separation of three particle
mixture using inertial migration in spiral microchannel. Particles of 10 µm, 15 µm and 20
µm diameter were used. Width of the devices was 500 µm and height was varied from 90
µm to 140 µm. The particles were first individually tested in microchannels. Equilibrium
positions of particles were plotted as function of Dean number. It was reported that particle
position can be adjusted by either varying height of channel or by changing Dean number.
Effect of Dean drag and inertial lift on particles of different sizes in microchannels was used
for generating focused streams. Based on these observations, microchannel of height 130 µm
and width 500 µm was selected for separation of particles with efficiency of approximately
90%. This device was then used to demonstrate separation of SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma and
C6 glioma cells.
In an effort to explain the particle behavior in spiral microchannels in more detail,
Toner et al. [33] performed an study of inertial focusing in spiral microchannels with low
aspect ratio. He used particles of size 10 µm. Height of microchannel was 50 µm and width
varied from 50 µm to 400 µm, thus varying aspect ratio from 1/1 to 1/8. The devices
were designed by selecting radius for each turn for channels of different widths. Some
interesting observations were recorded during experiments. As previously reported by [46],
it was observed that the range for stable focusing decreases as width of channel increases for
higher channel Reynolds number. However, a further increase in channel Reynolds number
resulted in defocusing of particle streak. Dominance of inertial lift was given as explanation
to this particle behavior. Experiments were performed on same set of devices for increasing
Dean number and decreasing Dean number. Particles behaved similarly in both cases
though some differences were seen. Minimum streak width varied less in case of increasing
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Dean number due to stronger Dean drag at the outlet of microchannel. Velocity at which
minimum streak width occured was different in wider microchannels. This indicated there
can be optimal Dean number for focusing in channel of given cross-section. Single threshold
for inertial force ratio, Rf = 1, for achieving focusing was found. More accurate Dean
velocities were considered for reducing the variability of threshold value of Rf . A state
diagram of velocity, streak position and particle confinement ratio was plotted to study
the stability of focusing behavior. Stability decreased and confinement ratio increased as
the width of channel increased. A brief study of defocusing of particle streak at very high
channel Reynolds number was also done. Thus, this paper gave a more detail explanation
of how the inertial lift and Dean drag forces affect the inertial focusing in curved channels
and how each of these is depends on width of microchannel.
In most of studies done on inertial focusing of particles in curved microchannels, two
important non-dimensional parameters, channel Reynolds number (Rec) and Dean number
(De) were varied simultaneously. To understand the significance of these dominant forces for
inertial focusing, Toner et al. [34] studied the decoupled effects of channel Reynolds number
and Dean number on focusing behavior of particles in curved microchannels. The focusing
behavior was thus investigated over range of channel Reynolds number, particle confinement
ratio (λ) and curvature ratio (δ). Particles of diameters 4.4 µm, 9.9 µm and 15 µm were used
for study. Value of curvature ratio (δ) was varied as 0.0, 0.0008, 0.0034, 0.0083 and 0.0166.
It was observed that particle focusing occurs in two regimes [34] : 1. Particles initially
focused at center of channel and then migrated towards the inner wall asRec increased and 2.
Particles initially focused at inner wall of micorchannel and then migrated towards the outer
wall as Rec increased. The transition between two regimes occured when ratio Rec/
√
λ = 2.
As particles focused at single equilibrium position at this ratio, it could be used as design
parameter for achieving focusing of particle of different sizes. The arrangement of particles
by size varied across channel width as the curvature ratio changed. A study of potential for
separation and different possible regimes of separation was performed. It was reported that
best separation was possible when δ = 0.0166 and channel Reynolds number is about 200.
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In order to get more detailed explanation of change in equilibrium position with curvature
ratio at fixed values of channel Reynolds number and confinement ratio, an investigation
of vertical positioning of focused stream of particles was performed. Based on the results,
it was hypothesized that addition of curvature changed the vertical position of the focused
particles and changes shear gradient lift force by redistributing velocity profile. It was
concluded that more detailed vertical positioning measurements or numerical simulations
are required to explain the complex 3-dimensional motion of particles in such microchannels.
Dino Di Carlo [6] in 2009 presented a review on inertial focusing in microchannels.
He discussed the physics of inertial migration of particles. Precise particle manipulation can
be achieved by using the inertial lift forces acting on particles moving in confined flows. Key
parameters responsible for lift forces and applications of inertial migration in microsystems
was discussed. He explained concept of Dean flow; flow transverse to fluid streamlines in
curved channels. Important factors for controlling these secondary flows and their applica-
tions were reviewed. A brief introduction to hydrodynamic migration of particles in curved
channels was provided. Some design rules for calculation of flow rate required for focusing
to equilibrium positions, length of channel necessary were given. Though these rules are
not accurate, they can be further explored to understand and implement this phenomenon
for wide range of applications.
Addition of curvature has number of advantages on the particle behaviour in curved
microchannels. However, a drawback of curved channels that turn only in one direction is
that it is difficult to place many such systems in parallel on single substrate [6].
One of the most important applications of microfluidics is size based separation of
particles as they flow through microfluidic device. Dino Di Carlo et al [12] showed how
differential focusing of particles based on their size can be used for separation application.
Using same principle, Papautsky et al [30] separated SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma and C6
glioma cells in spiral microfluidic device. A new type of study was done by Nivedita et al
[39] in 2013. Erythrocytes and leukocytes were separated from sample of diluted blood using
spiral microchannel. Blood was diluted almost > 100 times to acts as Newtonian fluid and
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pumped through device to separate blood cells. The paper stated that increasing level of
blood dilution can provide precise focusing and improve separation efficiency. This design of
spiral microchannel provided high separation efficiency (> 90%) and high throughput [39]
which are necessary in complete blood count analysis. However, dilution of blood increases
processing and analysis time and sample size to be processed. This fueled idea of studying
the particle behavior in curved microchannels in non-Newtonian fluids.
In 2009, Fellouah et al [14] studied experimentally and numerically laminar flow
of power law fluids and Bingham fluids in rectangular curved channels and effect of fluid
rheology on Dean instability. He used channel with cross-section 20 mm x 80 mm and cur-
vature ratio 10 during experiments. In numerical study, wider range of channel dimensions
and curvature ratios were studied. Aqueous solution of carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) and
aqueous gel of acrylic acid polymer (Carbopol 940) were used as non-Newtonian fluid while
water was used as reference Newtonian fluid. It was found that critical Dean number de-
creases as power law index increases and Bingham number decreases. It was also found
that changing the rheological parameters only shifted position of critical Dean number and
did not have any other effect on variation of value of critical Dean number. Recently, Ali et
al [43] used lattice Boltzmann method for modeling Dean flow of non-Newtonian fluids in
curved square channels. He studied how viscous nature of non-Newtonian fluid can affect
the start of Dean instability in these channels. He used velocity profile within channel cross-
section for Newtonian fluid, shear-thinning fluid and extension-hardening fluid to present
results. It was found that shear-thinning nature of fluid delays formation of Dean cells while
Dean cells grow in size with an increase in extension-hardening behavior of fluid.
1.4 Thesis Structure
Microfluidics is a emerging field that has potential to solve existing real-world prob-
lems in biomedical and industrial applications. Inertial focusing is one of techniques in
microfluidics that can be used to manipulate motion of particles in microchannels. It
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depends on inertia of surrounding fluid and interaction between particle and channel to
equilibrate particle to specific positions within channel cross-section. This study explains
effect of different factors on inertial focusing of particles in spiral microchannels.
Chapter 2 describes experimental procedures and data analysis techniques followed
during study. It gives details about fabrication of molds, design of devices, preparation of
solutions and image acquisition technique used during experiments.
Chapter 3 presents detailed study of effect of curvature ratio of channel on inertial
focusing of particles in spiral microchannels. A brief theoretical background of inertial fo-
cusing and factors affecting focusing behavior of particles is given. Experimental results
for rectangular and square channels and underlying mechanism behind these results is ex-
plained.
Chapter 4 presents study of inertial focusing of particles in non-Newtonian fluid
in sprial microchannel. Comparison of experimental observations with those obtained for
Newtonian fluid is also given.
Chapter 5 summarizes the contributions presented in this study. It also highlights
the next steps that can be taken to improve our understanding of particle focusing in spiral
microchannels.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Methods & Data
Analysis
2.1 Overview
This chapter discusses the procedures followed during the experimentation and data
analysis techniques used during the study. The first section describes fabrication method
for molds and microchannels used during experiments. The next two sections talk about the
experimental setup and procedure followed for the study. The last section gives details of
the image acquisition and data analysis techniques used for the results obtained in chapters
3 and 4.
2.2 Design of Microfluidic Channels
The study focuses on the effect of curvature on focusing of particles in spiral mi-
crochannels. The variables considered were hydraulic diameter(Dh), radius of curvature(R),
aspect ratio, channel Reynolds number(Rec) and Dean number(De). Each device was de-
signed as two-armed spiral keeping average radius of curvature of channel constant. Fol-
lowing were the values of channel radius of curvature : 0.006, 0.0088, 0.013, 0.018, 0.02 and
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0.027. Two different aspect ratios 1:2 and 3:4 were considered for the study. Channels with
cross-section of 194 µm x 230 µm and 80 µm x 150 µm were designed. Based on the required
radius of curvature of channel and selected channel width, inner and outer diameters of the
channels were calculated. The following tables 2.1 and 2.2 give details of channel design
and particle confinement ratio used.
Table 2.1: Calculation of channel curvature ratio for experimental study
Channel Size Mean Radius of Curvature of channel (µm) Hydraulic Diameter of channel (µm) Curvature ratio of channel
80 um x 150 um 7812.5 104.348 0.006
3787.88 104.348 0.013
2500 104.348 0.02
194 um x 230 um 11979.17 210.47 0.008
5808.08 210.47 0.018
3833.19 210.47 0.027
Table 2.2: Different combinations of particle sizes and channel dimensions used during
experiments
Particle diameter, ap, in µm
Channel Dimension 8 13 25 45 65
194um x 230 um - 0.067 0.1288 0.232 0.335
80 um x 150 um 0.1 0.1625 0.3125 - -
In the second part of the study, 5-loop Acrhimedean spirals with square cross-section
were used for studying the effect of curvature. Effect of channel Reynolds number and
particle confinement ratio (ap/Dh) with respect to curvature were also studied. Channels
with following dimensions were used - 70 µm x 70 µm, 125 µm x 125 µm, 150 µm x 150 µm,
230 µm x 230 µm, 300 µm x 300 µm, 400 µm x 400 µm and 450 µm x 450 µm. The inner
radius of curvature of centerline of channels was approximately 2500 µm and the outermost
radius of curvature of centerline of channel was approximately 5500 µm. Channels with
width of 300 µm and less consisted of 5 loops while channels with width greater than 300
µm consisted for 4 loops. Figure 2.1 shows dimensions of these spirals.
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Mean diameter = 11616.6 μm 
(a) W = 230 µm
Mean diameter = 10300.22  μm 
(b) W = 400 µm
Figure 2.1: (a) 2-loop spiral with 194 µm × 230 µm cross-section and (b) 5-loop spiral with
400 µm × 400 µm cross-section
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2.3 Fabrication of Microfluidic Devices
Soft lithography process was used to fabricate the polydimethylsiloxane(PDMS) mi-
crochannels. Briefly, positive master mold was fabricated using standard SU-8 photolithoh-
raphy. Negative photoresist , SU 8-2075 and SU 8-2100 (Microchem Corp,Massachussetts)
were spun at the specific RPM on silicon wafer to achieve the necessary height of channel.
It was exposed to UV light using a mylar emulsion printed photomask and then developed
in SU-8 developer(J.T.Baker, New Jersey). A 10:1 ratio mixture was poured over the raised
mold and was degassed in dessicator. It was cased onto the master and was cured in an
oven at 65◦C for 8 hours. A portion of PDMS mold within channel was peeled off from the
mold. Holes were punched at the inlet and outlet of device using custom sharpened needle
tips. Low residue tape was used to clean the device of any particulate. The device and
precleaned glass slide were bonded after oxidizing both in oxygen plasma chamber. After
sealing, the device was heated at 120◦C for 10 minutes. Figure 2.2 shows a microfluidic
device used for experiments.
(a) Top View (a) Side View 
Figure 2.2: Microfluidic device used during experiments
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2.4 Experimental Procedure
Particle solutions were created using neutrally buoyant polyethelene microshperes
(Coshperic,California, USA) and polystyrene microspheres (Thermoscientific, Massachusetts,
USA). The particles diameters used were 8µm, 13µm, 25µm, 45µm, 65µm and 95µm.Tween
20 was added at volume fraction of 0.08% to prevent particle aggregation[33]. The volume
fraction of particles was in range of 0.2% and 0.5%, where the inter-particle interactions
were negligible [29].
Different type of solutions were used in last part of study to observe their effect
on particle focusing in curved microchannels. Alginate solution with 1% and 0.1% concen-
tration were prepared. Sodium Alginate powder (Product no. W201502, Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, USA) with necessary weight of chemical was added to deionized water to get
mixture of required concentration and was mixed using magnetic stirrer. Particle solutions
were then prepared as described above.
The particle solutions were loaded into 3 ml Beckton Dickinson plastic syringes and
injected in the microchannel using New Era NE-300 series syringe pump to achieve the
desired flow rate. Required Reynolds numbers were achieved in each device by varying the
flow rate. Magnetic stirrer bar was inserted in the syringes to prevent the particles from
settling during experiment. Figure 2.3 shows set up of the experiments.
2.5 Image Acquisition and Data Analysis
Images and videos of the experiments were recorded using a computer-controlled
camera (Andor Zyla 5.5) mounted on the fluorescence microscope (Nikon, Japan). The mi-
crofluidic device was mounted on the X-Y-Z translation and rotational stage of microscope.
The microscope has two filter blocks, with excitation filters with wavelength in blue and
green. When the excitation wavelength is green, only red particles are visible and when
the excitation wavelength is blue, only green particles are visible. Images were captured at
frame rate of 18 to 20 frames per second using accompanying Nikon software. Exposure
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Figure 2.3: Experimental Setup
times were varied from 90-100 milliseconds for low flow rates to 400-500 milliseconds for
high flow rates. Superimposed videos and images were collected and processed in ImageJ
software to understand focusing of particles.
2.6 Conclusion
This chapter explains the fabrication of devices, experimental procedures and data
analysis techniques used during the study. The data processing helped in obtaining the
results from acquired data. These results are discussed in detail in the subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 3
Effect of Curvature on Inertial
Focusing in Spiral Microchannels
3.1 Overview
This chapter focuses on study of effect of curvature on particle behavior in curved
microchannels. A brief of overview of focusing of particles in microchannels and various
factors affecting this behavior is given in beginning. Results showing effect of changing
the curvature ratio of microchannels with different aspect ratios is discussed in detail in
subsequent sections.
3.2 Introduction
The steady flow of viscous fluid between two parallel plates due to an externally
imposed pressure gradient is called Poiseuille flow. Assuming cross-section in yz direction
and steady flow in x-direction, the transverse velocity components in the y and z direction
will be zero and velocity u will be function of the y and z only.
The velocity profile in this type of flow is uniform and parabolic while the shear
stress distribution is linear. When particle solution is pumped through microchannel, it
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(a) Velocity profile (b) Shear Stress profile 
Figure 3.1: Velocity and Shear Stress profile in 2-D Poiseuille flow
can be considered as fluid flow of Poiseuille type and thus, shear and normal stresses act
over surfaces of particles suspended in the fluid. The particles experience drag force parallel
and lift force perpendicular to the direction of main flow. Particles are accelerated due to
the drag force until their velocity reaches the average fluid velocity. Lift force is usually
associated with inviscid, unbounded flows acting on objects with defined shapes [6]. How-
ever, in case of lift force on particles in flow through confined geometries such as straight,
serpentine, spiral microchannels, both inertia and viscosity have to be considered and thus,
scaling of these forces in these microchannels depends on non-dimensional parameters.
Particles flowing in straight microchannels are acted upon by two lift forces due to
inertia of fluid: 1) Shear induced lift force (Fl), which acts down the shear gradient and
pushes the particles towards the channel walls and 2) Wall induced lift force (Fw), which
pushes particles away from the channel walls towards the center of channel. Shear-induced
lift force is proportional to size of particle (ap) and shear gradient(γ) of velocity profile ;
Fl ∝ anp , where value of n can be 3 or 4 and Fl ∝ γ. Wall-induced lift force also depends on
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Figure 3.2: Poiseuille flow − (a) Different lift forces acting on particle in Poiseuille flow, (b)
Equilibrium position of particles in a circle of radius 0.3Dh
size of particle and distance from wall (d) as; Fw ∝ a3p and Fw ∝ 1/d.
Due to parabolic velocity profile of the flow, shear gradient at center of channel is
more than near channel walls. Particles move along this gradient towards walls of channel.
As they approach channel walls, asymmetric wake of the particle near the wall induces
lift force that pushes particles away from the wall. Particles equilibrate at position where
shear induced lift force and wall induced lift force balance each other. Particles are said
to be in equilibrium when they occupy stationary position within the fluid flow. Hence,
in a circular annulus, randomly distributed particles migrate to equilibrium positions at
distance of 0.3Dh from the channel centerline [45]. Two dimensionless Reynolds number,
channel Reynolds number(Rec), which represents the undisturbed motion of the fluid and
particle Reynolds number (Rep), which describes the particle and channel through which it
is moving are important for describing particle behavior in confined geometries. These are
defined as,
Rec =
ρUDh
µ
(3.1)
and
Rep = Rec(
ap
Dh
)2 (3.2)
where U is the average flow velocity throughout the channel cross-section, ap is
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diameter of the particle, W is the width of the channel, H is height of channel, Dh is
hydraulic diameter of channel cross-section defined as 2hw/(h+ w), λ = ap/Dh is particle
confinement ratio, µ is viscosity of the fluid and ρ is the density of fluid. Figure 3.2 shows
the forces in Poisueille flow and equilibrium forces in circular channel.
In a curved channel, the velocity of the fluid in the downstream direction at the
channel centerline is more than that near the channel walls. The fluid at the centerline
has larger inertia and is acted upon by centrifugal force. This causes the fluid to move
in outward direction and creates pressure gradient in the radial direction. This outward
moving fluid pushes the fluid near the walls inwards and creates two symmetric counter
rotating vortices within channel cross-section. These vortices formed along the top and
bottom of the channel surface are called Dean vortices. The strength of these vortices is
defined by Dean number (De) given by -
De = Rec
√
Dh
2R
(3.3)
where R is the radius of curvature of channel. Ratio of the channel dimension
to radius of curvature is defined as curvature ratio, δ = Dh2R . This secondary flow in a
curved channel induces additional drag force on the particles called Dean drag (Fd) and
shifts the equilibrium positions of the particles. Compared to lift forces, Dean drag has
smaller dependence on particle size ; Fd ∝ ap Figure 3.3 shows formation of Dean vortices
in secondary flow. The balance between wall induced lift force, shear induced lift force and
Dean drag results in positioning of the particle in focused stream in a curved channel.
It was initially shown by Chun and Ladd et al. [9] that particles flowing through
straight channel with square cross-section migrate to eight symmetric equilibrium positions
within channel cross-section. In 2007, Di Carlo et al [12] observed four equilibrium positions
at centers of faces of channel and towards channel walls in straight rectangular channel.
When curvature is added to channel, it induces additional centrifugal force on the particles
and reduces number of equilibrium positions to two along the larger of two dimensions of
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Figure 3.3: Secondary Dean flow in curved microchannel
channel. Thus, addition of curvature changes number of equilibrium positions from four
to two. Also, based on ratio of inertial force and Dean drag, particles behave differently
according on their sizes.
Inertial focusing in curved microchannels is influenced by inertial lift acting on par-
ticles and secondary Dean flow. Inertial lift on particles depends mainly on shear gradient
velocity profile within channel cross-section. Wall effect of lift force is not primary cause
of particle migration across channel cross-section as it is short ranged effect. As the cross-
section of channel changes from square to rectangular, velocity profile becomes more flat-
tened and strength of secondary flow increases. Thus, equilibrium positioning of particles
in square curved microchannel are different from that in rectangular channel. In a curved
channel, strength of Dean flow is characterized by inertia of fluid and radius of curvature
of channel [34]. Thus, particle behavior in curved channels can also be influenced by the
curvature of microchannel. From all of above discussion, it can be understood that location
of equilibrium position of particles in channel cross-section depends on particle confinement
ratio, shape of channel cross-section, curvature of channel, particle properties like size and
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shape of particle, deformability and flow parameters like channel Reynolds number.
Martel et al [34] had studied effect of curvature on particle behavior in curved
channels. He had used rectangular channel with aspect ratio 1:2 and different values of
radius of curvature. In our previous study, we had investigated effect of aspect ratio on
focusing of particles. It was found that changing the channel cross section from 1:2 to 1:1
affects particle behavior. Thus, it was decided to study the effect of curvature on channels
with changing aspect ratio. Three aspect ratios 1:1, 3:4 and 1:2 were considered, while
curvature ratios were varied from 0.0006 to 0.05. The results of this study are discussed in
following sections.
3.3 Effect of Curvature Ratio
Curvature ratio of microchannel is defined as the ratio of the hydraulic diameter(Dh)
to the radius of curvature of the channel(R). It is denoted by δ given as δ = Dh/2R. In a
curved microchannel, non-dimensional Dean number defined as De = Rec
√
(δ) represents
the inertia of fluid and curvature of channel. Effect of curvature can be studied by using
channels with varying values of curvature ratio. A range of experiments were performed to
study the effect of curvature ratio on inertial focusing of particles in microchannels with
different aspect ratios. Aspect ratios 1:2, 3:4 and 1:1 were considered in this study. The
details of channel dimension, particle sizes and particle confinement ratio studied is given
in table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Different combinations of particle sizes and channel dimensions used during
experiments
Particle diameter, ap, in µm
Channel Dimension 8 13 25 45 65
194um x 230 um - 0.067 0.1288 0.232 0.335
80 um x 150 um 0.1 0.1625 0.3125 - -
Following study has been presented as variation of normalized streak width and
normalized streak position with channel Reynolds number for different combinations of
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channel dimensions and particle diameters. Normalized steak width is ratio of width of the
particle band formed within channel cross-section (w) to the diameter of particle tested
(ap). Particles are said to be focused in channel when the normalized streak width of
band is ∼ 1.2. The ratio of distance of center of band from inner wall of microchannel
(x) to width of microchannel (W ) is called the normalized streak position. In channel
with rectangular cross-section, particles migrate to equilibrium positions along the longer
dimension of channel [4]. For channel sizes used in this study, width of channel being longer
dimension, particles will tend to focus along this dimension rather than height of channel.
Thus, normalized streak width has been calculated with respect to channel width. Particle
confinement ratio has been calculated as ratio of particle diameter to height of channel
(λ = ap/H) since channel height can give relative vertical position in plane and estimate
of how much channel is covered by particle. Measurement of width of particle band and
distance of band from inner wall of channel was done using ImageJ software.
3.3.1 Aspect Ratio 1:2
Effect of curvature on particle focusing behavior in curved microchannel with aspect
ratio 1:2 is discussed in this section. Following values of curvature ratio(δ) were considered:
0.006,0.013 and 0.02. Channel of cross-section 80µm x 150 µm was fabricated and three
different particle sizes 8 µm, 13 µm and 25 µm were used during experiments.The data
series are color coded according to particle confinement ratios as blue for λ = 0.1, red for
λ = 0.1625 and green for λ = 0.3125.
3.3.1.1 Variation of normalized streak width
3.4 shows variation of normalized streak width with channel Reynolds number in
spiral microchannel with curvature ratio 0.006. It can be observed that all particles focus
to their equilibrium positions at channel Reynolds number between 20 and 35. At small
confinement ratio (λ = 0.1), particles start to focus in a single band at channel Reynolds
number ∼ 35. Inertial lift and Dean drag are sufficient to balance each other at this Rec.
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Particles with confinement ratio of λ = 0.1625 start to focus at lower channel Reynolds
number ∼ 25. As the particle size increases, the inertial lift acting on particles increases
and becomes sufficiently large to balance the Dean drag at small channel Reynolds number.
At even higher confinement ratio (λ = 0.3125), particles focus to single streak at channel
Reynolds number ∼ 20. As the particle size further increases, smaller channel Reynolds
number is required to increase the inertial lift to balance the Dean drag force.
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Figure 3.4: Variation of Normalized Streak Width with channel Reynolds number (w/ap)
for channel with δ = 0.006
Figure 3.5 shows the variation of normalized streak width with channel Reynolds
number (Rec) for two-armed spiral microchannel with curvature ratio 0.013. Particles at
all the confinement ratios focus in a single streak for range of channel Reynolds number
25 < Rec < 40. Particles with small confinement ratio (λ = 0.1) focus in a single streak
at channel Reynolds number ∼ 40. At this channel Reynolds number, the inertial lift and
Dean drag must be equivalent in scale and thus equilibrate particles. At confinement ratio
0.1625, the focusing of particles starts at channel Reynolds number ∼ 35. The particles start
to focus at channel Reynolds number ∼ 25 for high confinement ratio (λ = 0.3125). Due to
increase in particle size, inertial lift increases and balances the Dean drag at smaller channel
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Figure 3.5: Variation of Normalized Streak Width with channel Reynolds number (w/ap)
for channel with δ = 0.013
Reynolds number. The particles stay focused at all higher channel Reynolds number for
given curvature ratio.
The variation of normalized streak width with channel Reynolds number (Rec) for
spiral microchannel with curvature ratio 0.02 is shown in figure 3.6. It can be observed that
particles at all three confinement ratios are focused at channel Reynolds number 30 < Rec <
50. At small confinement ratio λ = 0.1, particles start to focus in single streak at channel
Reynolds number ∼ 45. Particles at confinement ratio λ = 0.1625 form focused band at
smaller channel Reynolds number ∼ 40. For high confinement ratio, particles are focused
in band at channel Reynolds number ∼ 35. As the confinement ratio increases, inertial lift
increases sufficiently to balance the Dean drag at lower channel Reynolds number.
Following table 3.2 gives the values of channel Reynolds number at which focusing
of particles begins for different values of confinement ratio and curvature ratio in curved
channel with aspect ratio 1:2.
It can be seen that for same particle confinement ratio, as the curvature ratio of the
channel is increased, channel Reynolds number at which particles start to focus increases.
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Figure 3.6: Variation of Normalized Streak Width with channel Reynolds number (w/ap)
for channel with δ = 0.002
Table 3.2: Channel Reynolds number required for focusing of particles for different values
of particle confinement ratio and curvature of channel
Curvature ratio (δ)
Confinement ratio (λ) 0.006 0.013 0.02
0.1 33.33 39.13 46.37
0.1625 26.08 33.33 39.13
0.3125 20.28 26.08 33.33
Focusing of particles occurs when the Dean drag acting on particles balances inertial lift
force. Strength of Dean drag is characterized by the curvature ratio of the channel and
inertia of fluid. As the curvature ratio of the channel increases, Dean drag acting on the
particles will increase. Inertial lift acting on the particles is function of the particle size and
channel Reynolds number. With increase in Dean drag, inertial lift also has to increase by
same amount to balance Dean drag in order to equilibrate particles. Size of particles does
not change and thus, particles need higher channel Reynolds number to achieve required
inertial lift.
In channel with same curvature ratio, channel Reynolds number required for focusing
reduces as the particle confinement ratio increases. As the curvature ratio of channel does
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not change, it will not affect the Dean drag acting on the particles. However, Dean drag
will slightly increase as the confinement ratio increases. Inertial lift exerted on the particles
will increase with confinement ratio as it has larger dependence on particle size. In order
to equilibrate particles, inertial lift must be equivalent in scale to Dean drag force. Thus,
at smaller channel Reynolds number, inertial lift increases sufficiently to achieve the Dean
drag required for focusing of particles.
3.3.2 Variation of normalized streak position
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Figure 3.7: Variation of Normalized Streak Position (x/W ) with channel Reynolds number
for channel with δ = 0.006
The variation of normalized streak position (x/W ) with channel Reynolds number
(Rec) for spiral microchannel of curvature ratio 0.006 is shown in 3.7. It can be observed that
the focused streak position of the particles at all confinement ratios is near the centerline
of the microchannel. At small confinement ratio, the particles are focused nearer to the
innerwall of the channel at distance of ∼ 0.365W at all channel Reynolds numbers. Medium
sized particles (λ = 0.1625) are focused slightly more towards the centerline (∼ 0.385W )
at channel Reynolds number range 7 < Rec < 90. Above Rec = 90, the band shifts more
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towards the centerline of channel. As the confinement ratio is increased further (λ = 0.3125),
the particles are focused closest to the centerline of the channel (∼ 0.43W ). An explanation
to this shift in equilibrium position of the particles is given in the subsequent section.
Figure 3.8 shows the variation of normalized streak position with channel Reynolds
number (Rec) in spiral channel with curvature ratio 0.013. It can be seen that particles
focus at three different locations in the channel cross-section. At small confinement ratio
λ = 0.1, the particles focus near channel centerline at distance ∼ 0.419W from inner wall of
channel for channel Reynolds number in range 7 < Rec < 90. At channel Reynolds number
above 90, the focused stream shifts towards the centerline of the channel. At medium
confinement ratio λ = 0.1625, focused stream is observed at the centerline of the channel,
∼ 0.48W . Particles at high confinement ratio (λ = 0.3125) again focus near the inner wall
of the channel (∼ 0.254W ). At both these confinement ratios, particles stay focused at their
respective equilibrium position for all higher channel Reynolds number.
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Figure 3.8: Variation of Normalized Streak Position (x/W ) with channel Reynolds number
for channel with δ = 0.013
Figure 3.9 shows the variation of normalized streak position with channel Reynolds
number for spiral microchannel with 0.02 curvature ratio. As observed previously, particles
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Figure 3.9: Variation of Normalized Streak Position (x/W ) with channel Reynolds number
for channel with δ = 0.02
in all three confinement ratios are focused near the centerline of the channel at all higher
channel Reynolds numbers. At small confinement ratio λ = 0.1, particles are focused at
distance ∼ 0.48W from the inner wall of the channel. Medium sized particles are also
focused at the centerline of the channel(∼ 0.41W ). Particles at high confinement ratio(λ =
0.3125) have their equilibrium positions in between the centerline and innerwall of channel
at distance of ∼ 0.39W away from channel innerwall.
Normalized streak positions of particles at three confinement ratios for different δ
values is shown in figure 3.10. It can be observed that for each confinement ratio, position
of focused band from innerwall of channel changes drastically for three curvature ratios. At
small curvature ratio (δ = 0.006), position of the focused band moves towards the center of
channel as confinement ratio increases. Focused band initially moves towards the centerline
of channel and then shifts towards the inner wall with increase in size of particles for channels
with δ = 0.013. For channels with δ = 0.02, an increase in confinement ratio shifts position
of single streak of particles away from the centerline of channel in direction of innerwall.
Overall, it can be seen that focused band is nearer to centerline of channel than inner
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Figure 3.10: Variation of position of focused band for different values of channel curvature
ratio (δ)
wall. In channel with rectangular cross-section, velocity profile along the width of channel
is not uniform and changes with curvature of channel. As curvature ratio increases, shear
gradient near inner wall of channel drops. This reduces dominance of inertial lift acting on
particles. Centrifugal force acting on particles will increase as curvature of channel increases
and particles will be pushed outwards away from the center of curvature i.e. channel inner
wall. Thus, particles will move along Dean vortices in direction away from the inner wall of
channel until the shear gradient increases sufficiently to achieve higher value of inertial lift
that can balance Dean drag force. Also, vertical position of particles within channel may
change with increase in channel curvature. Measurements of vertical position of particle can
give more detailed explanation to particle behavior in rectangular channels with different
curvatures.
Picture 3.11 shows pattern followed by three particles in channels with different
curvatures. Particles equilibrate at different positions along Dean vortex as the curvature
ratio of microchannel increases. Small particles (λ = 0.1) move more towards centerline of
channel as the curvature of channel increases. An increase in curvature of channel increases
Dean drag acting on particles and reduces the shear gradient near inner wall of channel
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(a) δ = 0.006 (b) δ = 0.013 
(c) δ = 0.02 
Inner wall 
of channel 
Outer wall 
of channel 
Figure 3.11: Position of particles for different values of channel curvature ratio (δ) in channel
cross-section
thus decreasing inertial lift force. Strength of Dean flow increases and pushes particles
away from innerwall of channel till inertial lift and Dean drag are equal in scale and can
equilibrate particles. At medium confinement ratio, for small value of channel curvature,
focused band is formed near centerline of channel. An increase in curvature shifts the band
at centerline of channel. With further increase in curvature value, focused band again
moves away from channel center towards inner wall. For λ = 0.3125, focused band is
formed at center of channel at lowest and highest value of curvature. At δ = 0.013, position
of focused band moves closer to inner wall of channel. Strength of Dean drag increases
and shear gradient decreases with increase in curvature. As particles move towards higher
shear gradient, they approach outer wall of channel and wall induced lift force acts on them
pushing them back towards center of channel. As particle size is increased, inertial lift
acting on particles increases sufficiently to balance Dean drag force at lower value of shear
gradient, hence particles focus near inner wall at δ = 0.013. Increasing curvature of channel
further, increases strength of Dean flow and drops shear gradient along height of channel.
Particles again start to move away from inner wall of channel till value of shear gradient is
high enough to increase inertial lift for counter balancing Dean drag force. However, this is
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superficial explanation to the change in positions of focused band with increase in particle
size and channel curvature. The mechanism behind three dimensional motion of particles
in curved channels can be explained with measurement of vertical position of particles or
numerical simulations.
3.3.3 Aspect ratio 3:4
This section summarizes the effect of curvature on inertial migration of particles in
two-armed spiral channels with aspect ratio 3:4. Height of the microchannel was 194 µm
and width of microchannel was 230 µm. Curvature ratio of the channels were varied as
0.008, 0.018 and 0.027. Three different particle sizes were tested:13 µm, 25µm and 45µm.
The data series is color coded as blue for λ = 0.1288, red for λ = 0.232 and green for
λ = 0.335.
Figures 3.12a and 3.12b show the variation of normalized streak width and normal-
ized streak position with channel Reynolds number for spiral microchannel with curvature
ratio of 0.008. From figure 3.12a, it can be seen that at small confinement ratio λ = 0.1288,
the particles start to focus at channel Reynolds number ∼ 20. At this confinement ra-
tio, particles form single streak in between the inner wall and centerline of the channel
at distance ∼ 0.37Dh from inner wall. Medium sized particles with confinement ratio of
λ = 0.231 form focused band at channel Reynolds number ∼ 15. The focused band is near
the inner wall of the channel at distance ∼ 0.195Dh from the inner wall. At high confine-
ment ratio λ = 0.335, particles migrate to their equilibrium position at channel Reynolds
number ∼ 10. The focused band shifts away from the inner wall of the channel towards the
channel centerline. Position of this band (∼ 0.237Dh) is in between those for the small and
medium confinement ratios. The particles remain focused at their equilibrium positions for
all higher channel Reynolds numbers. It can also be observed that as the confinement ratio
increases, channel Reynolds number required for focusing decreases.
Figure 3.13a and 3.13b show the variation of normalized streak width and normalized
streak position with channel Reynolds number in spiral microchannel with curvature ratio
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(a) Normalized Streak Width (w/ap)
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(b) Normalized Streak Position (x/W )
Figure 3.12: Variation of normalized streak width & position with channel Reynolds number
for microchannel with δ = 0.008
0.018. Particles focus to their equilibrium positions for range of channel Reynolds number
15 < Rec < 25. At small confinement ratio λ = 0.1288, particles start to focus at channel
Reynolds number ∼ 25. Equilibrium position of the particles is in between the innerwall
and centerline of the channel (∼ 0.365W away from the inner wall of channel). At medium
confinement ratio λ = 0.232, the channel Reynolds number at which focusing of particles
start increases to ∼ 20. The position focused band is more closer to the inner wall (∼
0.21W ) than that of focused band at small confinement ratio. As the confinement ratio is
further increased λ = 0.335, particle focus in single streak at even smaller channel Reynolds
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(b) Normalized Streak Position (x/W )
Figure 3.13: Variation of normalized streak width & position with channel Reynolds number
for microchannel with δ = 0.018
number ∼ 15. Increase in confinement ratio affects the inertial lift and Dean drag such
that particles are focused at smaller Rec. Particles at this confinement ratio equilibrate at
distance ∼ 0.23W from the inner wall of the channel.
The variation in normalized streak width and normalized streak position with chan-
nel Reynolds number for spiral channel with curvature ratio 0.027 can be seen in figures
3.14a and 3.14b. For three confinement ratios given, particles migrate to their equilibrium
positions at channel Reynolds number in between 20 and 30. At small confinement ratio,
particles start to focus at their equilibrium positions at channel Reynolds number ∼ 25. The
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Figure 3.14: Variation of normalized streak width & position with channel Reynolds number
for microchannel with δ = 0.027
focused band for given curvature ratio moves more towards the centerline than previous two
δ values. It is formed at distance of ∼ 0.42W from the inner wall of channel. Particles with
confinement ratio λ = 0.232 form focused band at channel Reynolds number ∼ 25. The
focused band is in between the centerline and inner wall of channel (∼ 0.33W ). For high
confinement ratio (λ = 0.335), channel Reynolds number of ∼ 20 is sufficient to balance
the inertial lift with Dean drag acting on particles and migrate them to their equilibrium
positions. The position of focused band is near the innerwall of the channel, ∼ 0.2W .
It can also be observed from graphs 3.13a and 3.14a that particles at very small
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confinement ratio(λ = 0.067) do not focus at any channel Reynolds number. Shear gradient
velocity profile is not uniform in microchannel with aspect ratio 3:4. This reduces inertial
lift acting on particles. Dean drag force dominates the flow and causes particles to move
along Dean vortices resulting in defocusing of band. As size of particle increases, dominance
of inertial lift acting on particles increases and it becomes equivalent in magnitude to Dean
drag and migrates particles to their equilibrium positions.
Table 3.3 below shows the variation in channel Reynolds number for different curva-
ture ratio and confinement ratio.It can be seen that trend is similar to that seen in channel
with aspect ratio 1:2. For channel with same curvature, change in Dean drag due to change
in δ will not be observed. As confinement ratio increases, Dean drag acting on particles will
increase by small amount.However,the inertial lift which depends largely on the particle size
will increase considerably. Thus, at small value of channel Reynolds number, inertial lift
will be high enough to balance Dean drag force to focus particles. Hence, channel Reynolds
number required for focusing decreases as confinement ratio increases for same curvature
ratio. For same confinement ratio, particles start to focus at higher channel Reynolds num-
ber as the curvature ratio of channel increases. At small value of δ, Dean drag is sufficient
to balance inertial lift. An increase in curvature ratio increases Dean drag and thus inertial
lift should also increase for particles to focus. As particle size remains same, higher channel
Reynolds number is required for increasing inertial lift to same magnitude as that of Dean
drag and equilibrate particles.
Table 3.3: Channel Reynolds number required for focusing of particles for different values
of particle confinement ratio and curvature of channel
Curvature ratio (δ)
Confinement ratio (λ) 0.008 0.018 0.027
0.1288 22.013 24.76 27.516
0.232 16.51 19.26 24.76
0.335 11.006 16.51 22.013
Figure 3.15 shows the variation of normalized streak position with confinement ratio
for different values of curvature ratio in microchannel with aspect ratio 3:4. It can be
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Figure 3.15: Variation of position of focused band for different values of channel curvature
ratio
observed that the position of the particles with same confinement ratio does not change
much across given range of the curvature ratios. At small confinement ratio, particles in
three curvature ratio are near the centerline of channel. At the larger confinement ratios,
equilibrium position of the particles is nearer to the inner wall of the channel for given δ
values. As height of channel increases, velocity profile becomes more uniform for different
values of channel curvature. Influence of inertial lift increases and reduces dominance of
Dean drag force acting on particles. Thus, position of focused band is more stable at each
confinement ratio than it was for microchannels with aspect ratio 1:2.
It can be observed that for same confinement ratio, the change in position of the
focused band for different values of curvature ratio decreases as aspect ratio increases from
1:2 to 3:4. Also, the channel Reynolds number required to achieve focusing decreases with
an increase in curvature ratio as aspect ratio changes from 1:2 to 3:4. This particle behavior
in curved microfluidic channel with different curvature ratio can be confirmed if particles
follow similar trend in microchannels with square cross-section. Thus, it was decided to
study the effect of curvature on particle behavior in square microchannels.
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3.3.4 Comparison with 5-loop spiral microchannels
One of study done within group was the effect of aspect ratio on inertial focusing in
spiral microchannels. In that study, Archimedean spiral microchannel with cross-section 225
µm x 300 µm, 115 µm x 230 µm and 150 µm x 300 µm were used. Each spiral had 5 loops
while spiral microchannels designed in our case had 2 loops. Initially, position of focused
band were compared in both data sets for same aspect ratio (1:2 and 3:4 respectively)
using images recorded during experiments. It was found that these equilibrium positions
appear to be same in corresponding images. Thus, a more detailed study of this comparison
was performed. Curvature ratio for each arm of the spiral microchannel in 5-loop devices
was calculated using hydraulic diameter and radius of curvature of channel. Details of
calculations are given table 3.4 below.
Table 3.4: Calculation of curvature ratio in rectangular microchannels
Channel Size Loop number Hydraulic Diameter (µm) Mean radius of curvature (µm) Curvature ratio
225 um x 300 um 2 257.143 3666.5 0.035
3 257.143 4026.315 0.032
4 257.143 4370.85 0.029
5 257.143 5150.11 0.025
115 um x 230 um 2 153.34 3539.55 0.021
3 153.34 3959.2 0.0194
4 153.34 4339.4 0.0176
5 153.34 5002.9 0.0153
150 um x 300 um 2 200 3666.5 0.027
3 200 4026.315 0.0248
4 200 4370.5 0.0228
5 200 5150.11 0.0194
It can be seen from table that the curvature ratio for either loop 4 or loop 5 of
microchannel are comparable to δ values used in this study. For channel with cross-section
225 µm x 300 µm curvature ratio of loop no.4 (δ = 0.029) is comparable to average curvature
ratio (δ = 0.027) of channel with cross-section 194µm x 230 µm. Curvature ratio of loop
no.3 for 115 µm x 230 µm channel(δ = 0.019) can be compared to that of 80 µm x 150 µm
channel (δ = 0.02). For 5-loop spiral with dimension 150 µm x 300 µm, curvature ratio
of loop no.4 (δ = 0.022) is similar to curvature ratio of 2-loop spiral with cross-section 80
µm x 150 µm (δ = 0.02). It should be noted that curvature ratios for channels with same
aspect ratio are being compared. Comparison for position of focused band within channel
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for these cross-sections was performed for same particle confinement ratio (λ) and channel
Reynolds number (Rec). Following figures show the details for comparison.
5 loop spiral 2 loop spiral 
Cross-section 225um x 300 um 194um x 230 um 
Particle size 25 um 25 um 
Confinement ratio 0.11 0.1288 
Curvature ratio 0.029 (loop 4) 0.027 
Channel Reynolds 
Number 
76.19 76.28 
Position 0.425 0.423 
Figure 3.16: Comparison of position of focused band for 3:4 rectangular channel
5 loop spiral 2 loop spiral 
Cross-section 225um x 300 um 194um x 230 um 
Particle size 45 um 45 um 
Confinement ratio 0.2 0.232 
Curvature ratio 0.029 (loop 4) 0.027 
Channel Reynolds 
number 
47.619 55.03 
Position 0.32 0.33 
Figure 3.17: Comparison of position of focused band for 3:4 rectangular channel
From all figures 3.16, 3.17, 3.18, 3.19, 3.20, 3.21, it can be seen that position of
focused stream of particles is similar in 5-loop and 2-loop spiral microchannel given that
other variables are comparable. It can be concluded that number of loops do not affect the
focused position of the particles provided that curvature ratio (δ) of both arms of respective
spiral microchannels being compared is same. Thus, results for 2-loop square microchannel
will be similar as those for 5-loop spiral microchannel with square cross-section. Hence, data
available for 5-loop spiral microchannel with square cross-section can be used for studying
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5 loop spiral 2 loop spiral 
Cross-section 225um x 300 um 194um x 230 um 
Particle size 65 um 65 um 
Confinement ratio 0.289 0.335 
Curvature ratio 0.029 (loop 4) 0.027 
Channel Reynolds 
number 
31.746 33.09 
Position 0.237 0.2 
Figure 3.18: Comparison of position of focused band for 3:4 rectangular channel
5 loop spiral 2 loop spiral 
Cross-section 115um x 230 um 80um x 150um 
Particle size 13 um 8 um 
Confinement ratio 0.11 0.1 
Curvature ratio 0.019 (loop3) 0.02 
Channel Reynolds 
number 
48.309 52.173 
Position 0.39 0.447 
Figure 3.19: Comparison of position of focused band for 1:2 rectangular channel
5 loop spiral 2 loop spiral 
Cross-section 150um x 300 um 80um x 150 um 
Particle size 45 um 25 um 
Confinement ratio 0.3 0.3125 
Curvature ratio 0.022 (loop 4) 0.02 
Channel Reynolds 
number 
74.047 72.46 
Position 0.403 0.427 
Figure 3.20: Comparison of position of focused band for 1:2 rectangular channel
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5 loop spiral 2 loop spiral 
Cross-section 115um x 230 um 80um x 150 um 
Particle size 13 um 13 um 
Confinement ratio 0.1 0.1625 
Curvature ratio 0.019 (loop3) 0.02 
Channel Reynolds 
number 
88.89 85.5 
Position 0.398 0.41 
Figure 3.21: Comparison of position of focused band for 1:2 rectangular channel
effect of curvature in these channels further.
3.3.5 Effect of Curvature in microchannels with square cross-section
Effect of curvature on inertial focusing in microchannels with square cross-section
is explained in this section. Channels with cross-section 70 µm x 70 µm, 125 µm x 125 µm,
150 µm x 150 µm, 230 µm x 230 µm, 300 µm x 300 µm, 400 µm x 400 µm and 450 µm x
450 µm were used. Values of curvature ratio for these channel were 0.0071, 0.0153, 0.029,
0.038 and 0.05. These values for δ were obtained at third, fourth or fifth loop of the spiral
channel. Particles with diameters 8 µm, 13 µm,25 µm, 45µm, 65µm and 95µm were tested.
Data series is color coded as blue for λ ∼ 0.05, orange for λ ∼ 0.1, green λ ∼ 0.15 and
red for λ ∼ 0.2. Tables 3.5 and 3.6 below gives the details of curvature ratio calculation,
particle size, channel dimensions and particle confinement ratio studied.
Table 3.5: Calculation of curvature ratio for channels with square cross-section
Channel Size Mean radius of curvature (µm) Curvature ratio
70 µm x 70 µm 4910.56 0.0071
125 µm x 125 µm 4086.2 0.0153
150 µm x 150 µm 5013.55 0.015
300 µm x 300 µm 5150.11 0.0291
400 µm x 400 µm 5150.11 0.038
450 µm x 450 µm 4370.85 0.05
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Table 3.6: Details of particle size, channel dimensions and particle confinement ratio studied
Diameter of particle, ap, in µm
Hydraulic diameter, µm 8 13 25 45 65 95
70 0.1142 0.1857 - - - -
125 - 0.104 0.2 - - -
150 0.0533 - 0.1667 - - -
230 - - 0.1086 0.1956 - -
300 - - 0.083 0.15 0.216 -
400 - - 0.0625 0.1125 0.1625 0.2375
450 - - 0.0555 0.1 0.1444 0.211
3.3.5.1 Variation of normalized streak width
Figure 3.22 shows variation of normalized streak width with channel Reynolds num-
ber for different values of confinement ratio at curvature ratio 0.0153. At very small con-
finement ratio, particles start to focus at channel Reynolds number ∼ 15. At λ = 0.104,
focused band of particles is observed from channel Reynolds number ∼ 10. As the con-
finement ratio increases further (λ = 0.1667), smaller channel Reynolds number ∼ 7 is
sufficient to migrate particles to their equilibrium positions. However,at high confinement
ratio λ = 0.2, particles begin to focus at slightly higher channel Reynolds number of ∼ 13.
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Figure 3.22: Variation of normalized streak width with channel Reynolds number for channel
with δ = 0.015
Figure 3.24 shows variation of normalized streak width with channel Reynolds num-
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Figure 3.23: Variation of normalized streak width with channel Reynolds number for channel
with δ = 0.029
ber for same confinement ratio range at δ = 0.039. At small confinement ratio (λ ∼ 0.05),
particles focus in single streak from channel Reynolds number ∼ 20. As the confinement ra-
tio increase, channel Reynolds number required to achieve focusing decreases as for λ ∼ 0.1,
Rec at which focusing begins is ∼ 10; for λ ∼ 0.15, it is ∼ 8 and for λ ∼ 0.2, Rec is ∼ 6.
Particles stay focused at all high channel Reynolds number.
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Figure 3.24: Variation of normalized streak width with channel Reynolds number for channel
with δ = 0.039
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Figure 3.25: Variation of normalized streak width with channel Reynolds number for channel
with δ = 0.05
Variation of normalized streak width with channel Reynolds number for different λ
values at δ = 0.05 is shown in figure 3.25. Migration of particles to equilibrium positions
occurs at range of channel Reynolds numbers, 5 < Rec < 25. Particles begin to focus at
channel Reynolds number ∼ 20 for very small confinement ratio (λ ∼ 0.05). With increase
in confinement ratio, channel Reynolds number required to achieve focusing reduces to
∼ 15. At higher confinement ratio (λ = 0.15), particles move to their focused positions at
Rec ∼ 10. This value of channel Reynolds number further reduces to ∼ 7 as the confinement
ratio increases to ∼ 0.2.
Following table 3.7 shows effect of curvature ratio on channel Reynolds number
required to achieve final equilibrium position for particles in spiral microchannels with
square cross-section.
Table 3.7: Channel Reynolds number required for focusing of particles for different values
of particle confinement ratio and curvature of channel
Curvature ratio (δ)
Confinement ratio (λ) 0.015 0.039 0.05
0.056 16.67 20.83 22.22
0.108 12.00 12.50 14.815
0.15 7.778 8.334 11.11
0.2 13.34 6.2505 7.407
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The data shows trend similar to that observed in the study of curvature for rectan-
gular microchannels. Within the same curvature ratio, channel Reynolds number at which
focusing of particles begins decreases as confinement ratio increases. Increase in size of par-
ticles increases inertial lift acting on particles. However, it does not increase Dean drag by
a substantial amount. Curvature does not affect the strength of Dean flow across different
channel cross-sections as δ value remains constant. Thus, inertial lift required to balance
Dean drag is achieved at smaller channel Reynolds number. Across the same confinement
ratio, increasing curvature ratio of channel increases the channel Reynolds number required
for formation of focused band. As value of δ increases, strength of dean flow will increase.
Higher inertial lift will be required to balance the increased Dean drag in order to focus
particles. As the particle confinement ratio remains constant, it will not have any effect
on increasing the inertial lift acting on particles. Thus, higher channel Reynolds number is
required in order to increase inertial lift to same magnitude as that of Dean drag force and
focusing of particles begins at higher Rec with increase in curvature ratio.
3.3.5.2 Variation of normalized streak position
Figure 3.26, 3.28, 3.29 and 3.27 give variation of normalized streak position with
channel Reynolds number for curvature ratio 0.0153, 0.029, 0.039 and 0.05 respectively
for above mentioned range of particle confinement ratios. It can be seen that at small
confinement ratio (λ ∼ 0.05), particles are focused near the inner wall of channel at distance
∼ 0.2W away from inner wall. As the confinement ratio increases to ∼ 0.1, the focused
band begins to shift away from inner wall towards center of channel. At higher confinement
ratio, λ ∼ 0.15, the focused band shifts even more towards centerline of channel(∼ 0.4W ).
Single streak of particles is observed at the center of channel for confinement ratio, λ ∼ 0.2.
As particle confinement ratio increases, position of focused band of particles shifts
from inner wall towards center of channel for given range of curvature ratio. A constant
value of δ will not cause any change in strength of Dean flow. At small confinement ratio,
inertial lift acting on particles dominates over Dean drag and causes particles to focus near
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Figure 3.26: Variation of normalized streak position with channel Reynolds number for
channel with δ = 0.015
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Figure 3.27: Variation of normalized streak position with channel Reynolds number for
channel with δ = 0.029
the inner wall of channel. As the confinement ratio increases, inertial lift will also increase
and higher value of Dean drag will be required to balance inertial lift. Strength of Dean
drag increases towards center of channel along the channel height. Thus, particles flowing
in Dean vortices migrate towards center of channel till Dean drag increases sufficiently to
balance inertial lift and equilibrate particles.
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Figure 3.28: Variation of normalized streak position with channel Reynolds number for
channel with δ = 0.039
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Figure 3.29: Variation of normalized streak position with channel Reynolds number for
channel with δ = 0.05
Based on above results, it was decided to study the particle focusing behavior for
different values of curvature ratio keeping confinement ratio constant. The color code for
this data series is orange for δ = 0.0071, dark blue for δ = 0.0153, blue for δ = 0.0291, red
for δ = 0.038 and green for δ = 0.05.
Figure 3.30 shows the variation of normalized streak position with channel Reynolds
50
number for λ ∼ 0.056. It can be seen that for three δ values considered the position of the
focused streak is closer to inner wall of channel.
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Figure 3.30: Variation of normalized streak position with channel Reynolds number for
λ ∼ 0.056
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Figure 3.31: Variation of normalized streak position with channel Reynolds number for
λ ∼ 0.108
Figure 3.31 shows variation of normalized streak position with channel Reynolds
number for λ ∼ 0.108. The focused band starts to move away from the inner wall of
channel. Particles are assumed to be in transition for λ value in range 0.1 < λ < 0.15 and
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thus are not focused at any particular distance from inner wall of channel.
Figure 3.32 shows variation of normalized streak position with channel Reynolds
number for particle confinement ratio ∼ 0.15. At different values of curvature ratio, the
single streak of particles is more closer to centerline of channel than inner wall.
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Figure 3.32: Variation of normalized streak position with channel Reynolds number for
λ ∼ 0.15
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Figure 3.33: Variation of normalized streak position with channel Reynolds number for
λ ∼ 0.2
Figure 3.33 shows variation of normalized streak position with channel Reynolds
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number for λ ∼ 0.2. An increase in curvature ratio from 0.0071 to 0.05 does not change the
position of the focused streak. It is always observed at the center of channel for all given
values of curvature ratio.
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Figure 3.34: Variation in position of focused band for different values of channel curvature
ratio (δ)
(a) δ = 0.0071 (b) δ = 0.015 
(e) δ = 0.05 (d) δ = 0.039 (c) δ = 0.029 
Outer wall Inner wall  
Figure 3.35: Velocity profile for microchannels with square cross-section and different values
of curvature ratio (δ)
From above observations, it can be concluded that the equilibrium position of parti-
cles with same confinement ratio in microchannel with square cross-section does not change
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for different values of curvature ratio. In square microchannel, shear gradient velocity pro-
file remains uniform across given range of curvature ratio and channel Reynolds number.
As the curvature ratio increases, Dean drag acting on particles will also increase. In order
to equilibrate particles, inertial lift must be equivalent in scale to Dean drag and must
increase by same magnitude. As the size of particle remains same, inertial lift will increase
with an increase in channel Reynolds number. It has been observed previously that for con-
stant particle confinement ratio, channel Reynolds number required for focusing increases
as the curvature ratio of channel increases. This higher value of channel Reynolds number
will increase inertial lift on particles till it becomes sufficient to balance Dean drag and
focus particles in single streak. It can also be hypothesized that addition of curvature to
microchannel with square cross-section does not redistribute shear gradient velocity profile.
(a) Rectangular channel (b) Square channel 
Non-uniform velocity profile Uniform velocity profile 
Outerwall 
Innerwall 
Higher velocity gradient near 
outer wall of channel 
Uniform velocity gradient 
near both channel walls 
Figure 3.36: Comparison of velocity profile and velocity gradient for microchannel with
rectangular and square cross-section
Overall, it can be observed that as the aspect ratio changes from 1:2 to 1:1, shift in
position of focused band within channel cross-section for same confinement ratio reduces for
different values of curvature ratio. In rectangular channel, velocity profile is not uniform and
shear gradient lift near inner wall of channel reduces with increasing curvature. Strength
of dean flow increases with increase in curvature ratio and it dominates over inertial lift.
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To equilibrate particles, inertial lift should increase and thus channel Reynolds number
required for focusing increases. As cross-section of channel becomes square, velocity profile
within channel cross-section becomes more uniform for different values of curvature ratio.
Hence, inertial lift acting on particles increases and particles focus at smaller value of
channel Reynolds number for same value of curvature ratio in square channel. Thus, as
height of channel increases, main flow velocity profile becomes more uniform and shear
gradient near inner wall of channel increases. The shear induced lift force acting on particles
increases and it reduces dominance of Dean drag with increase in channel height. Hence,
for same confinement ratio, position of focused band is more stable in square channels
than in channels with rectangular cross-section for varied range of curvature ratio values.
Also, channel Reynolds number required for focusing decreases with increase in curvature
ratio for same sized particles as aspect ratio changes from 1:2 to 1:1. Thus, with stable
equilibrium positions and lower channel Reynolds number for focusing of particles, it can be
concluded that consideration of curvature is lesser in channels with square cross-section than
rectangular channel. Channels with square cross-section can perform better in applications
that require high throughput and robust operation.
3.4 Conclusion
Effect of channel curvature on particle focusing behavior in microchannels with
square and rectangular cross-section was studied. Experiments were performed using par-
ticles with different diameters and curvature of channel was varied. Some interesting obser-
vation were noted during study.
1. Similar trend in variation of channel Reynolds number is observed for microchannel
with square and rectangular cross-section. For same particle confinement ratio, chan-
nel Reynolds number required to start focusing of particles increases as the curvature
of channel increases. Within channel of same curvature value, channel Reynolds num-
ber at which focusing of particle occurs decreases as the particle confinement ratio
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increases.
2. Microchannel with rectangular cross-section has non-uniform velocity profile and it
redistributes with increasing curvature of channel. Shear gradient velocity profile is
uniform for different values of channel curvature in square microchannel.
3. Due to redistribution of velocity profile, location of equilibrium position of particles
with same confinement ratio changes with channel curvature in rectangular channel.
4. Channels with square cross-section have uniform velocity profile and thus, particles
with same confinement ratio have same location of equilibrium position at different
values of channel curvature.
5. For same particle confinement ratio and curvature of channel, channel Reynolds num-
ber required to focus particles at their equilibrium positions is lower in channel with
square cross-section than in rectangular microchannel.
6. Consideration of channel curvature is minimum in square microchannel and thus, it
can be used for large number of applications.
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Chapter 4
Hydrodynamic Focusing of
Particles in non-Newtonian fluid in
curved microchannels
4.1 Overview
This chapter summarizes the inertial focusing of particles for non−Newtonian fluids
in curved microchannels. It begins with an introduction to non−Newtonian fluids and flow
of these fluids in curved microchannels. An explanation to use of Alginate solution as
non−Newtonian fluid has been given. Behavior of particles in non−Newtonian fluids and
its comparison with particle behavior in water based solution is discussed in detail in later
sections.
4.2 Introduction
Blood in one of most important bio-fluids in our body. Each component of blood
provides important information that can be used for detection and subsequent cure of dis-
eases [50]. Blood analysis performed in common medical tests such as complete blood
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count, clotting test, blood enzyme test require separation of blood components. Separation
of blood cells is also important in field of research and development of new and better
curative measures for diseases and in cell engineering [39]. Different methods such as cen-
trifugation, flow cytometry [16], flow fractionation [55], deterministic lateral development
[26], hydrodynamic filtration [56] have been explored for blood cell separation in past; how-
ever they are time consuming, cannot be easily integrated on lab-on-a chip systems and
have either less throughput or low separation efficiency. Inertial microfluidics has proven
to be an approach which can overcome these problems. Inertial lift and Dean drag forces
acting on particles cause them to migrate to equilibrium position based on their sizes and
lead to cell separation and purification in microfluidic devices. However, for theses forces to
be strong enough to cause cell separation, blood needs to be diluted as these forces depend
on velocity profile and Newtonian nature of the fluid [39]. After dilution, blood not only
acts as Newtonian fluid but cell to cell interaction is also reduced. Thus, higher degree
of dilution provides precise focusing and better separation of blood cells. However, blood
dilution increases the time required for processing and analysis of blood samples and also
size of sample to be tested. These drawbacks can be overcome if blood can directly be used
to reduce sample size. As blood acts as non-Newtonian fluid, inertial focusing of particles in
non-Newtonian fluid on curved microchannels is studied in this chapter. Before discussing
results, a brief overview of Newtonian and non-Newtonian type of fluids is given.
4.2.1 Newtonian Fluid
A Newtonian fluid is a fluid in which the shear stress acting on fluid in streamline
flow is proportional to shear rate. Shear stress is the stress that is experienced by surface
when force is applied parallel to it while shear rate is the rate of change of velocity at which
one layer of fluid passes over other fluid layer. The proportionality constant , µ, called
viscosity of fluid , can be defined as the resistance to gradual deformation of fluid caused
by shear stress. In Newtonian fluid, viscosity is independent of the shear rate and depends
on temperature and pressure at given condition. The graph of shear stress v/s shear rate
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is straight line that passes through origin and has constant slope equal to µ. Thus, by
definition, Newtonian fluid is a fluid which has constant viscosity at given temperature and
pressure and which satisfies complete Navier−Stokes equations.
4.2.2 Non−Newtonian Fluid
In real world, fluids such as slurries, emulsions, polymer solutions, biological fluids,
soap solutions and many more do not show Newtonian characteristics and are classified as
non−Newtonian fluids. For non−Newtonian fluids, viscosity of fluid is not constant at given
temperature and pressure. It depends on flow conditions such as flow geometry, shear rate,
time of shearing, etc. The flow curve for non−Newtonian fluid is not linear or it is linear
but does not pass through the origin. Broadly, non−Newtonian fluids are classified in three
categories :
• Purely viscous or time−independent fluids : In these fluids, rate of shear depends on
current value of stress and is independent of time of shearing.
• Time−dependent fluids : The shear rate is proportional to shear stress and also
depends on the time of shearing.
• Visco−elastic fluids : These fluids exhibit properties of both elastic solid and viscous
fluid.
Of our interest from above are the purely viscous type of non−Newtonian fluids
which are further classified in following manner :
1. Shear−thinning or Pseudoplastic fluids − A shear−thinning fluid is the fluid for which
apparent viscosity of fluid decreases as the shear rate imposed on fluid increases.
Decrease in apparent viscosity of fluid changes for different fluids. All non-Newtonian
fluid show shear-thinning behavior at some instance. These fluid are represented by
power law given by τ = m(γn), where n is power law index and m in fluid consistency
co-efficient. For non-Newtonian fluid n is always lesser than 1 and degree of shear-
thinning is increases as value of n decreases.
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2. Visco-plastic fluids − In this type of fluids, stress applied on fluid must exceed the
yield stress of fluid before it flows. Flow curve may be linear and non-linear once fluid
deforms.
3. Shear-thickening fluids − A fluid is classified as shear−thickening fluid when the
apparent viscosity of fluid increases with the applied shear rate.
4.2.3 Alginate as non−Newtonian fluid
Alginate is gelling polysaccharide found in brown seaweed. Its primary function is
providing strength and flexibility to algal tissue. Alginate is extracted from algal mate-
rial and chemically processed to produce commercially available sodium alginate. Alginate
solutions are highly viscous and their intrinsic viscosity depends on molecular weight, com-
position and ionic strength of the solution. Alginate solutions are generally psuedoplastic
in nature and their apparent viscosity depends on alginate concentrations and shear rate.
Alginate solution with low concentration can act as Newtonian fluid at low shear rate and
as non−Newtonian fluid at higher shear rate while alginate solution with high concentration
acts as non−Newtonian fluid at wide range of shear rates [13]. At constant concentration,
power law model for sodium alginate is given by τ = k(γn) where k is apparent viscosity at
given shear rate, γ is rate of shear and n is the flow behavior index. Value of n varies from
1 to 0 with lower the value higher the psuedoplasticity of fluid.
Commercially available alginate is biocompatible, has low toxicity and low cost [32].
It is widely used in biomedical applications, wound healing, drug delivery, cell transporta-
tion and tissue engineering [32]. Alginate beads are used for encapsulation of different
biomolecules such as proteins, enzymes, antibodies and DNA [8] required for these appli-
cations. Different methods [47, 48, 21, 24, 58, 54] have been utilized for encapsulation of
cells and proteins in alginate hydrogels of which microfluidic approach seems to be advan-
tageous. Thus, studying the focusing of cells in microchannels in alginate solution can help
in improving the cell encapsulation efficiency.
Due to non−Newtonian characteristics of sodium alginate solution and its applica-
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tions in different areas, it was used to study the behavior of particles in non−Newtonian
fluids in curved channels. Following section discusses the results of this study in detail.
4.3 Results and Discussion
The focusing of particles in curved microchannel in non−Newtonian fluid and New-
tonian fluid was studied. Three channel sizes with square cross-section were used: 125
µm, 300 µm and 500 µm. Particles of diameter 13 µm, 25 µ, 45 µm, 65 µm and 95 µm
were tested. Table 4.1 below gives details about the channel size, particle size and particle
confinement ratio. Three types of solutions were prepared to observe the particle behavior.
Alginate solutions were used to study particle behavior in non−Newtonian type of fluid
while water based solution was used to study focusing of particles in Newtonian fluid. Cal-
culation of channel Reynolds number for non−Newtonian fluids is complicated and thus
flow rates at which fluid was pumped through microchannel have been used throughout
this study. The results obtained from this study are discussed in subsequent sections.
Table 4.1: Different combinations of particle size and channel dimensions used during study
Particle diameter , ap, in µm
Channel Dimension 13 25 45 65 95
125 µm x 125 µm 0.104 0.2 - - -
300 µm x 300 µm - 0.083 0.15 0.216 -
500 µm x 500 µm - - 0.09 0.13 0.19
4.3.1 Focusing of particles in 125 µm × 125 µm microchannel
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the variation of normalized streak width (w/ap) and nor-
malized streak position (x/W ) with flow rate of fluid in µL/min in 125 µm × 125 µm
microchannel. At small particle confinement ratio (λ = 0.104), particles in all three type of
solutions start to focus to their equilibrium positions at flow rate of 100 µL/min. In water
based solution, small particles are focused close to inner wall of microchannel. Particles in
0.1% Alginate solution are initially focused near the outer wall of channel and with increase
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Figure 4.1: Variation of Normalized Streak Width (w/ap) with flow rate for 125 µm square
channel
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Figure 4.2: Variation of Normalized Streak Position (x/W ) with flow rate for 125 µm square
channel
in flow rate they shift closer to centerline of channels. Particles in 1% Alginate solution
stay focused near the outer wall of microchannel at all flow rates. Similar behavior is ob-
served for focusing of particles with large confinement ratio, λ = 0.2. They migrate to their
final equilibrium positions at flow rate 100 µL/min. In 1% Alginate solution, particles are
focused close to outer wall of channel. Particles in 0.1% Alginate solution migrate close
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to inner wall of channel as flow rate increases while these particles in water focus at the
centerline of channel at all flow rates. It can be observed that at both confinement ratios,
particles focus close to outer wall of channel in 1% Alginate solution while they remain
focused in inner half of the channel in water.
4.3.2 Focusing of particles in 300 µm × 300 µm microchannel
The variation of normalized streak width (w/ap) and normalized streak position
(x/W ) with flow rate of fluid for 300 µm × 300 µm microchannel is shown in figures 4.3
and 4.4. At small confinement ratio (λ = 0.0833), focusing of particles occurs at flow rate
of approximately 500 µL/min. Particles are focused close to inner wall of channel in water
while they stay focused close to outer wall of channel in 1% Alginate solution. Particles
migrate to intermediate equilibrium position of ∼ 0.35Dh in 0.1% Alginate solution. At
medium confinement ratio, λ = 0.15, position of focused band in water shifts nearer to
centerline of channel. Position of focused band is closer to outer wall of channel in 1%
Alginate solution while it remains near centerline of channel in 0.1% Alginate solution for
this confinement ratio. Focusing of particles occurs at flow rate of 300 µL/min in water
and 0.1% Alginate solution and at flow rate 400 µL/min in 1% Alginate solution. Particles
with high confinement ratio (λ = 0.2166) begin to focus to their equilibrium positions at
smaller flow rates in three type of solutions; at 300 µL/min in 1% Alginate solution and at
200 µL/min in water and 0.1% Alginate solution. In water based solution, particles focus
at the centerline of channel while in 0.1% Alginate solution, they stay focused closer to
centerline of channel than channel inner wall. Particles in 1% Alginate solution migrate
to their equilibrium positions near the outer wall of channel. Thus, a completely different
behavior of particles is observed 1% Alginate solution and in water. An explanation to this
particle behavior will be given in subsequent sections.
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Figure 4.3: Variation of Normalized Streak Width (w/ap) with flow rate for 300 µm square
channel
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Figure 4.4: Variation of Normalized Streak Position (x/W ) with flow rate for 300 µm square
channel
4.3.3 Focusing of particles in 500 µm × 500 µm microchannels
Figure 4.5 and 4.6 show variation of normalized streak width (w/ap) and normalized
streak position (x/W ) with flow rate of fluid (µl/min) in 500 µm × 500 µm microchannels .
Particles in 500 µm square microchannel require higher flow rate to focus to their equilibrium
positions as compared to those in 125 µm and 300 µm square channels. Particles with small
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Figure 4.5: Variation of Normalized Streak Width (w/ap) with flow rate for 500 µm square
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Figure 4.6: Variation of Normalized Streak Position (x/W ) with flow rate for 500 µm square
channel
confinement ratio (λ = 0.09) begin to focus at flow rate 500 µL/min in Alginate solutions
and at 600µL/min in water. These particles focus close to outer wall of channel in 1%
Alginate solution. They focus near to inner wall of channel in water while position of
focused band shifts towards the centerline of channel in 0.1% Alginate solution. In water,
particles with medium confinement ratio (λ = 0.13) focus to their equilibrium position at
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flow rate 400 µL/min and particles with high confinement ratio (λ = 0.19) at flow rate
300 µL/min. Medium sized particles are focused closer to centerline of channel while for
large particles focused band shifts at centerline of channel in water. Particles of both
confinement ratios focus close to outer wall of channel in 1% Alginate solution. Flow rate
at which focusing of particles occurs in this solution is 500 µL/min for medium confinement
ratio and 300 µL/min for large confinement ratio. In 0.1% Alginate solution, particles of
both sizes remain focused in between inner wall and centerline of channel (∼ 0.3− 0.4Dh).
Flow rates at which particles begin to migrate to their final equilibrium positions are 400
µL/min and 300 µL/min for medium and large confinement ratios respectively.
It can be observed from the above data that for all channel sizes and particle con-
finement ratios, particles in water (Newtonian fluid) stay focused in inner half of the mi-
crochannel while particles in 1% Alginate solution(non-Newtonian fluid) focus close to the
outer wall of channel. When particles flow through curved microchannels, three types of
forces act on them : shear induced lift force and wall induced lift force due to the parabolic
nature of velocity profile within channel cross-section and Dean drag force due to secondary
flow induced by curvature of channel. When the inertial force balances Dean drag acting
on particles, they occupy their final equilibrium position in channel cross-section. Flow of
Newtonian fluid through curved channel of square cross-section has uniform velocity profile
within channel cross-section. These fluids also have constant viscosity at given temperature
and pressure. Due to uniform velocity profile (with maximum at center of channel), inertial
force due to shear gradient increases sufficiently in inner half of the channel to balance Dean
drag force acting on particles. This results in particles occupying equilibrium positions near
inner wall or centerline of channel. Alginate solutions are psuedoplastic in nature. Their
apparent viscosity depends on concentration and shear rate. At 1% concentration, sodium
alginate solution acts as non-Newtonian fluid of shear-thinning type. The apparent viscos-
ity of solution decreases with an increase in shear rate. For the flow of such fluid through
curved square channels, velocity profile is not uniform. The gradient near inner wall of
channel reduces and reaches maximum close to the outer wall of channel. Due to power
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law character of fluid, the viscosity is weak near channel outer wall and high near center
of channel. This variation of viscosity induces regions of high shear stress near the outer
wall and low shear stress in cross-section center [14]. Dean drag dominates flow due to
reduced value of inertial force in inner half of channel and particles begin to flow along
Dean vortices towards the outer half of channel. As they approach outer wall, shear stress
acting on particles increases and particles equilibrate at position where shear stress is high
enough to balance Dean drag force. Hence, in purely viscous type of non-Newtonian fluids,
particles focus near outer wall of channel while flowing through curved channels. At low
shear rate and small concentration (0.5%), sodium alginate solution can act as Newtonian
fluid. Thus, 0.1% Alginate solution can be treated as Newtonian type of fluid. Inertial and
centrifugal forces acting on particles in this fluid will be similar to those as in water. Hence,
equilibrium positions of particles in 0.1% Alginate solution are similar to those observed in
water for flow through curved square channel.
Size based focusing of particles is observed for water based solution in curved mi-
crochannels with square cross-section. At small confinement ratio, particles equilibrate near
the inner wall of channel while at large confinement ratio, particles migrate to equilibrium
positions at centerline of channel. In 1% Alginate solution, particles always stay focused
close to outer wall of channel at distance ∼ 0.8W from inner wall of channel at all particle
confinement ratios. Particle focusing in curved microchannels is due to balance of inertial
and centrifugal forces acting on particles. These hydrodynamic forces acting on particles
in curved microchannel depend on the parabolic velocity profile, Newtonian nature of fluid
and viscosity of the solution used. In non-Newtonian fluid, hydrodynamic forces may not
be strong enough to cause differential migration of particles according to their size. This is
however a very rudimentary observation. More detailed study of particle behavior in curved
channels in non-Newtonian fluids needs to be done to provide a strong conclusion.
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4.4 Conclusion
Inertial migration of particles in Newtonian and non−Newtonian fluid in square
curved microchannel was studied. Alginate solution was used as non−Newtonian fluid
while water was used as reference Newtonian fluid. Different combinations of particle size
and channel dimensions were tested during experiments. Some interesting phenomenon
were observed in study.
• Newtonian fluids have uniform parabolic velocity profile and constant viscosity under
given conditions. Thus, particles in Newtonian fluid (water) focus in inner half of
channel cross-section in curved square microchannel.
• In non−Newtonian fluid, viscosity of fluid is not constant and it varies within channel
crosssection. The velocity profile for flow of non-Newtonian fluids in curved square
channel is not symmetric with maximum near the outer wall of channel. Particles
flowing in non-Newtonian fluid in these channel occupy their final equilibrium position
near outer wall of channel.
• Size based differential focusing of particles in observed in Newtonian fluids in curved
microchannel. Particles migrate to similar distance near outer wall of channel for all
particle confinement ratios. Thus, particles behave differently based on the type of
fluid in curved square microchannels.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
Microfluidics is emerging technology that utilizes manipulation of flow in channels
with dimensions in order of microns. A microfluidic system involves number of components
such as fluid or particle solutions, equipment for moving these fluids within channel, mixing
and combining them. This field has wide range of applications in fields of chemistry, biology,
biomedicine, pharmaceutical industry, optics, information techonology and so on [53]. One
of most imporant aspects of microfluidics is inertial focusing of particles in microchannels.
First published by Dino Di Carlo et al in 2007, there has been extensive research going on
in this field. The research extends from theoretical explanation to hydrodynamic focusing
in microchannels, study of different parameters affecting focusing behavior of particles such
as channel geometry, shape and size of particles, flow characteristics like channel Reynolds
number and Dean number to application of inertial focusing in biomedicine for separation of
blood cells during blood analysis and detection of diseases. However, to improve the existing
applications of inertial focusing and to develop new techniques, a better understanding of
forces and flows involved in focusing behavior of particles in microchannels is required.
This thesis discusses the particle behavior in spiral microchannels. Effect of channel
curvature on inertial focusing of particles in these channels was studied. Effect of chan-
nel curvature in rectangular channels was compared to that in microchannels with square
cross-section. Inertial focusing of particles in non-Newtonian fluids in curved channels was
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studied. This was compared with focusing behavior of particles in Newtonian fluids and
some interesting phenomenon were observed.
Inertial focusing of particles in microchannels depends on various factors like aspect
ratio of channel, particle concentration, radius of curvature of channel, size of particles,
etc. Effect of curvature ratio of channel on the particle focusing in rectangular and square
channels was studied in detail. It was found that an increase in curvature of channel
increases channel Reynolds number required for focusing for particles of same confinement
ratio. Also, if curvature of channel is kept constant, a decrease in channel Reynolds number
is observed with increase in particle confinement ratio. In channels with rectangular cross-
section, velocity profile flattens as curvature of channel changes. This results in different
locations of equilibrium positions for particles in channel with different curvature values.
The velocity profile remains uniform in square cross-section and thus, particles with same
confinement ratio have similar equilibrium position in channels with different values of
curvature ratio. It was observed that channel Reynolds number at which focusing begins
is smaller in square channel than in rectangular channel. Thus, it was concluded that
consideration of effect of curvature on inertial focusing of particles in spiral microchannels
is lesser in square channels than that in channels with rectangular cross-section.
In next part of study, hydrodynamic focusing of particles in non-Newtonian fluid in
spiral channels was observed. Alginate solutions were used as non-Newtonian fluid while
water was used as Newtonian fluid. In water, particles focused in inner half of channel
cross-section and in 1% Alginate solution, particles focused close to outer wall of channel.
Particles showed intermediate focusing behavior in 0.1% Alginate solution. Also, size based
particle focusing observed in water based solution, was not seen in focusing of particles in
Alginate solutions.
Though this study helped in improving our understanding of some of factors affect-
ing inertial focusing of particles in curved channels, some questions still remain unanswered.
Exact mechanism behind locations of equilibrium position of particles in rectangular chan-
nels is not known. Detailed numerical analysis of complex three dimensional behavior of
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particles in these channel can help in understanding this mechanism. Experiments for ob-
serving changes in vertical positions of particles in curved channel with increase in channel
Reynolds number or channel curvature should be performed. Channel length required for
focusing, concentration of particles, shape of particles may also have contribution towards
inertial focusing of particles in spiral microchannels. The effect of these parameters can
provide useful results and add onto our knowledge of particle focusing behavior in mi-
crochannels. A more detailed study of non-Newtonian fluid flow in curved channel and its
effect on hydrodynamic focusing of particles needs to be done to arrive at stronger conclu-
sions. Possible application of this study to real world problems like blood analysis needs to
be pursued. Development of theory to explain the experimental observations and underly-
ing mechanisms behind particle behavior in spiral microchannels will also be an important
contribution towards field of inertial focusing.
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